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Figure 1: Deep image composite of seven furball elements before and after compression - image-set on the right is 75% smaller

ABSTRACT
Deep image compositing has, in the last decade, become an indus-
try standard approach to combining multiple computer-generated
elements into a final frame. With rich support for multiple depth-
specified samples per-pixel, deep images overcome many of the
challenges previously faced when trying to combine multiple im-
ages using simple alpha channels and/or depth values.

A practical challenge when using deep images, however, is man-
aging the data footprint. The visual fidelity of the computer gener-
ated environments, characters and effects is continually growing,
typically resulting in both a higher number of elements and greater
complexity within each element. It is not uncommon to be using
“gigabytes” to describe the size of deep image collections which, as
more and more visual effects facilities establish a global presence,
introduces a significant concern about timely overseas data transfer.
Further, as deep images flow through compositing networks, the
high sample count contributes to longer processing times.

Our observation is that, with a richer contextual understand-
ing of the target composite, systems - both automatic and artist-
controlled - can be built to significantly compress deep images such
that there is no perceptual difference in the final result.
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1 CONTEXT
The investigations and results presented are grounded in the real-
world workflows and challenges of MPC’s rendering and composit-
ing artists. Specifically, we have focused on deep OpenEXR content
generated by Pixar’s RenderMan and processed by Foundry’s Nuke.

Inspecting typical VFX production deep images, we often observe
a large number of samples per-pixel. This is particularly prevalent
for images of furry creatures, and volumetric effects (mist, dust,
clouds, etc) where many layers of fine sub-pixel and/or partially-
transparent geometry contribute to the final appearance. While
the data may accurately represent the scene, we believe it is often
overkill in the final context and can be compressed without a visual
impact.

We draw inspiration from the original paper on deep images
[Lokovic and Veach 2000], where the authors describe a method to
remove andmodify samples from a piecewise-linear curve, such that
it maintains a measurably-similar shape. Rather than considering a
value error threshold for each sample, however, we instead attempt
to define depth threshold metrics to allow clustering and merging of
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nearby samples. Such “pre-compositing” can either collapse several
point samples into a single point sample, or convert them into a
single volume sample. We refer the reader to [Kainz 2013] for more
details on the distinction between these sample types.

2 DISTANCE
Our ability to perceive the geometric and/or textural fidelity of an
object is directly linked to our distance to said object. Whereas we
can see every hair and freckle on our own hands in front of us, we
cannot resolve the same level of detail on someone standing a few
yards away. This has been exploited with great success in both VFX
and game production, from distance-based geometry LODs [Clark
1976], mip-map textures [Williams 1983] and, most relevant to our
work, voxelizing fur [Maurer et al. 2008].

Considering a single pixel in a deep image, we associate each
sample with a distance-merging threshold based on the sample’s
z-distance from the camera, d (z) = αzβ (where α and β are artist-
controllable values - though we typically leave β at a value of 1).
For a given sample i with corresponding depth zi , we identify all
subsequent samples such that for sample j, zj − zi ≤ d (zi ). We
then merge that group into a single point/volume sample. In Figure
2 below, the pink samples cannot be merged, whereas the blue
samples can.

Figure 2: Four samples from a single deep pixel, and their
corresponding d (zi ) illustrated as ranges

3 DEPTH OF FIELD
Having observed significant file size reductions when leveraging
the above metric, we gave thought as to what other situations could
lead to a reduced ability to perceive detail and strict ordering of
elements. At MPC, we generally perform depth of field as a post-
process, and it seemed sensible that in heavily-blurred regions, we
could likely sacrifice accuracy without a meaningful visual impact.

Taking a very similar approach as before, we note that samples
with similar depth will blur with a similar radius, and samples
farther from the point of focus will blur more than samples at
or near it. With knowledge of the camera we want to emulate
(focal length, focus distance, f-stop, etc.) we calculate the circle
of confusion c (zi ) for each sample i , and again iterate and merge
where zj − zi ≤ αc (zi )

β .

4 ELEMENT OVERLAP
Ultimately, deep data only provides us value if we actually perform
depth-based calculations, where compositing multiple elements
together is by far the most common. If we have no other need
for the depth information then we can perform an inexpensive
post-process to consider where the elements overlap. Starting with
the 2D bounding boxes, any non-overlapping regions can have

all their pixels flattened. For overlapping regions, we can iterate
over the pixels and look at the Z ranges for contributing elements.
Again if there are no overlaps, the pixels can be flattened. By only
considering bounding regions, we can process the image set very
quickly, similar to broadphase collision detection in rigid body
simulation.

5 AVOIDING ARTIFACTS
As we began to apply the above techniques on production data,
we ultimately found them to be too naïve. Much as was done in
[Lokovic and Veach 2000], it proved important for us to consider
the actual sample values, not only their depths. A very dark sample
behind a very bright sample suggests there is likely an in-between
blocking/shadowing sample from another not-yet-considered ele-
ment. If wemerge the two samples, the dark backgroundwill “bleed”
into the foreground, objectionably dimming highlights in the final
composite. To combat this, we introduced a limiting threshold for
merging based on the relative luminance of successive samples.

6 IMPACT AND FURTHER THOUGHTS
For our production content, we’re observing the largest impact
on elements with furry creatures or volumetric effects, which is
particularly fortunate as those have historically been, by far, our
largest deep image files. While we don’t yet have a full production’s
worth of data to analyze, early findings suggest we can reduce
most elements of this type by 50-90% in size without objectionable
artifacts. With these smaller files, we also observe our image-based
depth of field plugin running 2-3x faster than before.

We feel that we’ve only scratched the surface of possible metrics
that can be used to aid compression, and are still investigating how
they can be combined and applied at different points in MPC’s VFX
process. We are identifying conservative but robust settings that
can be used to automatically post-process images directly coming
out of the renderer, and providing the artists with tools to apply
more aggressive compression where it makes sense.
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